
NGPR Photographing Tips 

Pictures of puppies: 

Puppies are the hardest to catch, and when we say catch we mean they rarely sit still.  Outdoor 
photos are best, but if you shoot indoors, use sunlight from a window for natural lighting. Bright 
inside lighting will sometimes work if there aren’t too many shadows – but anything that keeps 
the flash off is best. 

For pups who are old enough to go outside great pictures can be taken if again all focus can be 
on the puppy.  Let them run around for a few minutes getting their extra energy out – that will 
help keep pictures in focus.  Bribery with treats usually works to get attention on you and getting 
them to look at the camera. 

When all else fails the cuter the better  

 

The Basics for all: 

Cell phones are great: they are light-weight, easy to carry and for most of us we have them in our 
back-pocket at any given time. However, they are NOT the best when taking a photo that is 
going to be printed.  If you have a camera please use it to take your pictures (this is especially 
important for the NGPR calendar contest photos, as they need to be the best quality possible).  
Please try to take pictures at the eye level of the dog, you may get lots of kisses this way, and the 



goal is getting a clear face shot focusing on those sweet puppy-dog eyes.  Backgrounds such as 
grass, bushes and fencing are great, especially when photographing a white dog; snow is great 
for darker colors.  

Taking pictures inside your home can deter from the dog, or as in many houses, show the world 
your dirty floors and unmade beds.  Make sure the background in your home is something you 
do not mind being showcased publicly.   

The sole focus should be on the dog.  A face shot or a nice body shot works best. 

Examples of great pictures are shown below: 

As most of our Pyrs are white, darker backgrounds and no flash (or bright 
sunlight) will show their beauty the best: 

First a face shot:  

 

 



A body shot:  
 
 

A picture with a friend is cute… 

 

 

 



And finally the personality shot: 

 


